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Introduction

Are Approved Product List (APL) products tracked in MAC?
No. The products are tracked on in the Pay Item Tracking system (PTS). Instructions for PTS
requirements can be found on the State Construction Office website. MAC was discussed as the
system of record for tracking APL products, but PTS is the system of record for tracking pay items
so it was decided it would be easier for project personnel to provide all required information for
tracking purposes in one system, not two.

How do Approved Product List (APL) products impact MAC?
APL is a subset of the FDOT’s Certification Method of Acceptance (MOA). MC Reviewers have a
report that shows them the list of products that have been entered in PTS. They compare this with
the APL method of acceptance listings on the Job Guide Schedule (JGS) and identify if there are
discrepancies. These instructions detail that process. The JGS shows when there MAY BE APL
products under an APL Spec Category. Because it does not identify when specific APL products
under that category are required, some judgment must be used.
•

•

You may not have any APL products under a category.
o If rebar is used, APL Category 415 will be assigned
▪ If plastic or metal chairs and bolsters are not used on the rebar, there would
be no APL product required.
You may have multiple APL products under a category.
o If Sign Structures are installed, you would have multiple APL products under the
APL Spec Category 700.
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Chapter 1 – Project Adminstrator’s Role for APL in MAC
A.

Standard JGS

It is the PA’s responsibility to ensure that MAC reflects the contract requirements, for all MOAs,
including APL. For standard JGS, the pay items that have an APL MOA can be reviewed on the
online JGS by selecting the APL filter:

The way MAC assigns MOAs and the fact that many pay items include the optional use of a
material, just because there is an entry does not mean that this specific product will end up being
used on the contract. The PA needs to familiarize himself with the potential use of APL products
and identify when they are used. When they are used, he must then ensure the product in place
is on the APL and identify that product in PTS.
From the screenshot above for APL Spec Category 415, you can find the APL language in FDOT
Specifications Section 415 from the January 2019 workbook*:

*Other workbooks may have different requirements.
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Because MAC has no way of knowing what type of spacers will be used with the reinforcing steel,
the system assigns this APL requirement in case this type is used. The PA must be aware of what
type of spacer is used.
This project also has signs, so it got assigned the APL Spec category of 700. The PA needs to
know that there are multiple product types and many products under each type that need to be
identified. He needs to ensure the product(s) used under each type are on the APL and entered
in PTS.

Very few projects will have all product types and some pay items encompass multiple product
types:

B.

Non standard JGS

APL MOA is assigned by the APL Specs tab on the non standard JGS. It is the Contractor’s
responsibility to complete this tab. It is the PA’s responsibility to ensure it is complete. In many
cases, this information has not been provided in MAC. This is a violation of FDOT Specifications
Section 105. All materials must be identified on the non standard JGS, not just those with an MOA
of sampling and testing. The PA’s first responsibility is to review the non standard JGS to ensure
that the APL Specs Tab is currently up to date.
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As with the standard JGS, there may be times when an APL Spec Category is shown, but no APL
product is used. There may be times when an APL Spec Category is selected and multiple product
types are used with multiple products under each type. The PA must be aware of what APL
products are being placed under which APL Spec Categories. The PA must ensure that the non
standard JGS reflects this.
C.

PTS

SCO requires the APL products used be entered into PTS. It is a good idea to enter APL products
in PTS as soon as they are delivered to the project. This not only helps with the MC Review, but
also assists the project personnel with coordination when the products are part of the Random
Sampling Program (see Program Random Samples on FDOT Projects). The sooner the PA
coordinates with the appropriate SMO technical unit, the sooner the project personnel will know if
a random sample is needed and therefore, needs to be logged into MAC.
Do not wait until the end of the project to enter the APL products in PTS. Questions may arise
from MC Reviewers as part of their monthly reviews. There may be many issues related to the
MC Review you will need to resolve so that the PMCL can be generated. Keeping APL tracking
up to date will ensure you can focus on last minute Materials Acceptance Resolution (MAR) finding
processing.
Since the MC Reviewers must coordinate MAC entries with PTS entries, ensure that both systems
reflect the products placed as clearly as possible.
Remember, PTS is the system the Department relies on to track the placement of the products
system wide. It is critical for project personnel to ensure PTS reflects the products placed for long
term material performance management, not just Materials Certification Review to get the project
closed out in MAC.
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Chapter 2 – MC Reviewers and APL MOA
The Contractor is using APL products. The PA is ensuring the standard JGS is correct and
complete by notifying SMO when an entry is missing. The PA is ensuring the Contractor has
identified all APL Spec Categories on the non standard JGS. The PA is ensuring that as APL
products arrive on the contract, someone is entering the APL numbers in PTS.
What does an MC Reviewer do with this information?
As part of the MC Review for the Project Materials Certification Letter (PMCL), the MC Reviewer
looks at the entries for possible APL production on the JGS (either standard or non standard). The
MC Reviewer looks at the entries in PTS to confirm that the APL products that were used have
been entered.
This can occur during the monthly reviews and will certainly occur during the final review.
1.

Standard JGS

2.

Non Standard JGS

Under the APL Specs tab, this project should have at least one entry in PTS for these 8 APL
Spec Categories.
As monthly reviews show that a MAC Spec with a coordinating APL Spec Category, like 536 –
Guardrail, is being placed, the MC Reviewer may look at the entries in PTS to see if the APL
products have been entered.
For many of the APL Spec Categories, like those for pavement marking, they may not happen
until closer to the end of the project so the MC Reviewer may wait until the final review. During
the final review, the MC Reviewer will look at all materials with an MOA of APL.
3.

PTS Report

The MC Reviewer generates the PTS Summary Report.
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If the report is blank and there are APL products on the project, the MC Reviewer will request that
the PA have someone update PTS.
If the report is does not have at least one entry for each APL Spec Category on the APL Spec tab,
the MC Reviewer will request that the PA confirm if there were any products placed under that
Spec Category. Remember assignments can be made and the products may not actually be used.
Be prepared to respond when PTS does not reflect the use of a Spec Category. Ensure someone
updates PTS to include all products used so the number of “blank categories” reflects when a
product wasn’t used, not that it’s a data entry omission from PTS.
If the report shows at least one product for each Spec Category, the MC Reviewer will consider
that the MOA has been met. Neither MAC nor the MC Reviewer will have a way of knowing if the
right number of entries is made in PTS based on the actual products used.
MC Reviewers may have other questions that arise from their review when they compare what is
in MAC with what is in PTS.
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